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WHY GET
A DOMAIN NAME?

 

Your domain name, i.e. your online address, is, in essence, your digital ‘identity card’ - the first 

thing people will see and recognize you by. With mobile Internet usage steadily growing and 

attention spans getting shorter and shorter, registering a domain name that is easy to discover 

and remember is becoming more and more crucial for building a successful online presence.

At Techton-BG Ltd, you will find a wide array of domain extensions. We are partnering with 

multiple ICANN-accredited registrars, which allows us to choose where to get a specific TLD 

from. This is also the reason why you will find our domain registration prices among the 

lowest on the Internet. Plus, the ICANN accreditation speaks for itself - it means that you are 

dealing with a reputable partner.

As soon as you’ve registered a domain with Techton-BG Ltd, you’ll gain access to our 

advanced Domain Manager interface, which allows you to control everything domain-related - 

from WHOIS info updates to DNS record modifications. Plus, you’ll be able to manage multiple 

domain names at the same time with ease.

WHY Techton-BG Ltd:

 A Wide Variety of TLDs

 Simple Multi-Domain Management

 Easy DNS Controls

 Fast WHOIS Management

 Unlimited Parked Domains

 24/7 Support



A FREE 
DOMAIN NAME

 

Your domain name will come at absolutely no cost if you also get a hosting account with us. It 

will remain free of charge for as long as you keep your hosting account active. You can choose 

from among multiple TLDs.

If you already have a domain name, you can transfer it over to us free of charge. Each year, it 

will be renewed for free as well.

* only with Business, Corporate, Enterprise, Starter plans



DOMAIN DETAILS 
& PRICES

 

DOMAIN NAMES

TLD GOOD FOR PERIOD PRICE

for education platforms, universities, 

teachers, online courses, academic 

resources, etc.

1 - 10 years $33.49 / yr

for outlet stores, fashion outlet 

centres, penny auction sites, bargain 

travel sites, etc.

1 - 10 years $30.99 / yr

for coffee shops, coffee producers or 

distributors, coffee blogs or online 

communities, coffee gear suppliers, 

etc.

1 - 10 years $36.49 / yr

for investors, agencies, invest groups, 

financial businesses, business 

advisers, etc.

1 - 10 years $57.49 / yr

SEE ALL AVAILABLE DOMAIN NAMES

http://techton.duoservers.com/order-a-domain/


JOIN OUR 
GROWING FAMILY

 

Get a brand new domain name for your website from Techton-BG Ltd at an exclusive price 

today and take advantage of our intuitive Domain Manager, which guarantees you a seamless, 

single- and multi-domain management experience! Enjoy full control over all your WHOIS and 

DNS records!

Sign up today and rest easy knowing that your new domain is in safe hands with an ICANN-

accredited domain registrar!

SIGN UP TODAY

http://techton.duoservers.com/order-a-domain/

